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Overview
• Large construction projects have many moving parts.

• Any communication throughout the project can lead to a dispute or be
used against you in a dispute:
» Upstream communications (bid, contract negotiations, project

management, change orders, payment issues, lien waivers, project
close-out)
» Downstream communications (contract negotiations, compliance

with contracts, project management, change orders, subsubcontractors)
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Types of Communications
• Verbal – in person
» Project meetings
» Directions provided on the jobsite

• Telephone
• Emails
• Text Messages
• Handwritten Notes
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Who is Communicating?
• VERY Important to identify who is communicating on your behalf during
the Project.
» Project Manager – Is the Project Manager the Designated

Representative to bind you or give directions downstream?
» Assistant Project Manager – Make sure employees understand

contractual obligations and hierarchy on who can bind.
» Others (supervisory personnel, decision makers)

• Is oversight necessary?
» Should PMs get approval before having verbal communications?
» Should supervisory personnel be consulted before agreeing to

certain terms, change order?
» Should supervisory personnel be copied on communications?
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Lack of Communication
• Lack of Communication leads to problems!
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Too Much Communication
• Is there such a thing as too much communication?
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1. Accurately Communicate Expectations
• Bid
» Review the entire bid package.
» Make sure your bid terms are clear.
» Ensure that you can meet the schedule.
» Ensure that you can satisfy the scope of work.

• Contract
» Review upstream contract and Prime.
» Review all schedules.
» Review all design drawings.
» Negotiate terms.
» Be cautious about proceeding to work – could be bound by

negative contract terms.
» Document communications IN WRITING.
» Request meeting to discuss expectations.
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2. Establish a Chain of Command
• Make it clear who can bind the company.
• Establish an internal communication protocol for the project.
» Should sensitive communications be in writing?
» Discuss “Bet the Company” issues verbally before memorializing in

writing.
» When are project issues or disputes escalated internally?
» Who is permitted to sign lien waivers?
» Who communicates upstream?
» Who communicates with subcontractors?
» Will you be bound by custom and practice?
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3. Clear and Accurate Documentation
• Contract Documents
» Require accurate and complete design and specifications.
» Require accurate and complete schedule.
» Obtain copies of bonds
» Downstream contracts must incorporate upstream obligations
» Obtain proper documentation for downstream subcontractors

(insurance, licensing, safety, bonds)
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3. Clear and Accurate Documentation
• Change Orders
» Compliance with contractual requirements – NED
» Create change order packages and save in project file.
» Clearly state cost impacts/entitlement to increase in contract.
» Clearly state need for time extension.
» Properly document cost and time spent – create specific job code.
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3. Clear and Accurate Documentation
• Document Verbal Directives
» Both upstream and downstream.
» Should be complete and concise.
» Take accurate notes during project meetings (preferably typed and

saved in project file) – make sure subcontractors are invited and
document via email.
» Document hostile or argumentative behavior.
» Comply with Change Order requirements.

• Email Communications
» Clear and concise – state facts not legal argument.
» The more you say, the more that can be used against you later.
» Avoid text messages – if text is sent, follow up with formal email.
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3. Clear and Accurate Documentation
• Providing too much information can be overwhelming.
• Refer to specific contractual requirements.
• Offer to answer questions or hold a meeting to avoid confusion.
• Avoid being verbose or offering legal opinions.
• Stick to the basics: progress made, problems and solutions, budget
update.
• Know your audience – will they understand highly technical
information?
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4. Avoid Saying Yes to Everything

• Before agreeing to something, make sure it is consistent with the
contract.
» Is it within your scope of work?
» Is it a change to the contract requiring change order – cost and

time extension?
» Can you accomplish the task within the specified time frame?
» Will agreeing to the task place too much strain on your team?

• Don’t respond immediately
» Evaluate risk/benefits.
» If time sensitive, ask for time to assess the demand.
» Discuss with decision makers.
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5. Use Email Wisely

• Confirm recipients
• BE PROFESSIONAL
» Avoid slang
» DO NOT use curse words!
» Avoid ALL CAPS
» Avoid excessive punctuation!!!!!
» DO NOT use emojis.
» Avoid being overly personal or flirtatious
» Check for grammatical errors and typos
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5. Use Email Wisely
• DO NOT Respond when angry or tired
» Type your response and leave it for later
» Have someone else review
» Before responding on “Bet the Company” issue discuss

internally
• Use email to document verbal communications.
• Use email to confirm directions sent via text message.
• Ask for confirmation of directives in writing (indicate you will
proceed when confirmed and confirm it is sent by the person
who can bind).
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6. Avoid Text Messages
• Text messages can give the
impression that the
information is not important.
• Text and email
communications could
conflict.
• Use only for personal
messages that ARE NOT
project related (lunch, dinner,
happy hour)
• Information about the project
or project directives should
be sent via email ONLY.
• May send the wrong
impression about how
serious you take the project.
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6. Try to Avoid Text Messages
• Privacy considerations – personal information about employees.
• Unprofessional messages containing derogatory comments about other
contractors.
• Unprofessional messages containing derogatory comments about coworkers.
• Emojis and Memes can be misinterpreted!
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6. Try to Avoid Text Messages
• Text messages do not go away.
• Subject to discovery and must be preserved.
• Additional cost for obtaining and reviewing in litigation.
• To gather text message data – ALL text messages must be collected –
even personal messages.
• Even text messages from private cell phones are discoverable.
• Destroying the phone or BleachBit to wipe clean could result in
spoliation of evidence (negative instruction, sanctions).
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7. Use of Social Media
• Company Marketing and Social Media Posts
– Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Company Website

» Are you permitted to publicize involvement with the project?
» Are posts cleared by management?
» Ensure that all posts follow established social media protocol.
» Keep professional.
» Don’t oversell.
» Statements about safety history.
» Statements about qualifications of employees.
» Avoid controversial topics and positions (political, religious, social

issues)
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7. Use of Social Media
• Employees
– Do you have a social media policy? (should it be reviewed?)
» Employees’ speech may be protected under the 1st Amendment.
» Private employers may not be subject to 1st Amendment (must be

consistent and non-discriminatory) LinkedIn profiles should be
accurate – subject to examination in deposition.
» Employees should not post about the project or sharing confidential

information.
» Restrict employees from presenting personal opinions as the

company’s own.
» Avoid posts that could be construed as unprofessional.
» Employees should not complain about other employees or the

company.
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Use of Social Media
• Employees
» Allowed to set rules regarding use of

social media at work – during work
hours
» Encourage employees to be respectful –

advise their personal social media may
be subject to discovery.
» National Labor Relations Act protects

employees’ right to engage in or discuss
“concerted activity” or protective
activities that address or improve
working conditions.
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Use of Social Media (and other means)
• Tips to Remember:
» If you’re not sure you should say it, then don’t.
» Avoid online/email/text argument.
» Identify opinions on social media as your own.
» Remember that once it is posted, it is always available – same for

emails and texts.
» Be kind.
» Respect the company and your employees.
» Be cautious in your communications.
» Respect other and represent the company professionally.
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8. Admissions in Communications
• Be careful about what you say and how you say it:
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8. Admissions in Communications

• Internal and external communications are discoverable.
• If you have made a mistake or have responsibility for an issue, you can
address by proposing a solution without making an admission that it is
your fault.
• Have a verbal discussion as opposed to placing the position in writing.
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9. Lien Waiers

• Who is authorized to sign lien waivers?
• Do they know the status of the project?
• Are they aware of disputes?
• Establish an internal communication and approval process before ANY
lien waivers are signed.
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10. Be Truthful
• Not being honest in communications will always come back to bite you.
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Legal Significance
• Your communications will be used in litigation.
» Any matter that is not privileged.
» Relevant to a party’s claim or defense.
» Proportional to the needs of the case.
» Whether burden and expense outweighs the benefit.
» Includes ESI (emails, text messages, electronic documents).

• Courts and arbitrators have great discretion in allowing discovery.
» Our experience is that they will require production.
» Discoverable is different than whether it is admissible.
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File Organization to Assist with Litigation
• Create change order packages at the time of the change order – NED –
and save in a change order folder.
• Save all project communications to the project file in an organized
manner.
• Title emails so that the topic is readily identifiable.
• Save emails by topic/issue; separate out internal communications to the
extent possible.
• Use Confidential or Attorney-Client/Work Product where it is applicable.
• Internal communications regarding dispute strategy may be privileged.
• Save potentially confidential or privileged documents so they are easily
identifiable (File Name.Confidenital.pdf; File Name.Privileged.pdf.
• Handwritten notes and hard copy files maintained similarly.
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Documentation Checklists
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Documentation Checklist
• Unpaid Contract Balance Claims
» Prime Contract
» Contractor’s invoices and job cost

detail
» Contractor’s Applications for

Payment
» Contractor’s Change Order Log

(approved and pending COs)
» Steel Fabricator Agreement
» Steel Fabricator’s invoices and job

cost detail
» Steel Fabricator’s Applications for

Payment
» Steel Fabricator’s Change Order

Log (approved and pending)
» Steel Fabricator’s lien waivers
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Documentation Checklist
• Change Order Claims
» Date Steel Fabricator learned of

change.
» Notice of Change
» Entitlement
– Changes provision of contract
– Original scope of work in the

contract
– Structural or Architectural

drawings showing overview of
project and specification
– Original drawing with area

circled/clouded
– New drawing showing the change

with area circled/clouded
– Photographs
– All other documents required by
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the Changes provision

Documentation Checklist

• Change Order Claims (cont.)
» Damages
– Job cost report showing proof of payment for increased costs
– Labor – Number of increased labor hours – Actual Time
» Actual hours tracked by new phase code with time sheets
» Public jobs – certified payroll from erector, require erector to

track.
» If actual hours not tracked will need to show the original

estimated hours for the scope vs. new take-off on actual
hours.
» Are actual shop hours in line with estimate?
– Change order approving hourly rate – or we will need to jusitfy
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Documentation Checklist
• Change Order Claims (cont.)
» Materials
– Invoice and proof of payment
» Equipment
– Time sheets (equipment and operator)
– Proof of equipment cost
– Proof of rental cost and payment
» Overhead and Profit
– Contract provision allowing
» Correspondence
– Key communications where Contractor admits to the change.
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Constructive & Directed Acceleration

Contract Performance Period

Contract completion

Start
Constructive acceleration from late start covers costs to recover from projected delay

Costs for constructive
acceleration

Then, directed acceleration covers moving end date earlier
Costs for directed acceleration

Directed
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Constructive

Documentation Checklist
• Delay Claims
» Date learned of time impact and

supporting documentation
» Notice of time impact
» Rejection of time extension or directive to

accelerate
» Entitlement
– All schedules (.xer format)
– All schedule narratives
– All daily reports by the erector
– All reports to the Contractor
– All Owner-Architect-Contractor

Meeting Minutes
– All Steel Fabricator Meeting Minutes.
– All Erector Meeting Minutes
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– All Weekly/Monthly Reports

Document Checklist
• Delay Claims (Entitlement Cont.)
» RFI log (RFI responses not timely)
» Change order log (Contractor and Steel Fabricator)
» Submittal log (show response not timely)
» Photos showing impacts (inadequate site conditions, water filled

footings, anchor bolts, late predecessor work) (before, during, and
after – organize by month and issue, include date stamp
» Late 75% concrete cure letter
» Correspondence regarding delay impacts
» All relevant contract provisions
– No Damages for Delay
– Proof requirements
– Notice requirements
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Document Checklist
• Delay Claims – Damages
» Job cost report showing proof of payment
» Labor
» Materials
» Equipment
» Overhead and Profit
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Document Checklist
• Defective Work and Backcharge Claims
» Notice and opportunity to cure
» Proof of performance of work
– Photos (before and after)

» Contractor’s job cost report
» Labor
» Material
» Equipment
» Overhead and Profit (is it recoverable?)
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Document Checklist
• Lien Claims
» Proof of last day of base contract or change order work
» Preliminary notice given to Contractor or Owner if required by state

law
» Notice of Intent if required by state law (follow statutory

requirements for service or use certified mail)
» Lien statement
» Copy of lien statement provided to Owner
» All lien waivers
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Document Checklist
• Payment Bond Claims
» Payment Bond
» Proof of last date of work – base contract or change order
» Proof of substantial completion date of prime contract (if bond runs

from this date)
» Bond claim demand letter
» Proof of Claim form
» All lien waivers
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Document Checklist
• Performance Bond Claims
» Performance Bond
» Notice of Intent to Declare Default
» Notice of Default
» Proof surety was given time to evaluate
» Demand letter to surety for performance.
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Document Checklist
• Insurance Claims
» Copy of applicable policies
» Insurance certificates
» Notice of claim to all insurance carriers

• Prompt Payment Act Violations
» Follow federal and state requirements
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Questions
arichie@grsm.com
dmotta@grsm.com
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www.grsm.com

